
 

 

 

 

 

Anorak 

 

As god-like clouds blow past the sun 

that hangs upon the meridian 

so storms define my heart`s extent 

to reveal a moment`s merriment 

now and then in our cruel times, 

when respected poets no longer rhyme, 

preferring cold dismetric rows 

as Mandelstam says, of translators prose. 

 

This ode is for the Anorak 

whose vitality goes, oh way back, 

There gardener monks experiment 

with peas and here a physicist, hell bent 

in pursuit of his muse, came to a grove 

called Chaos Theory and so hove- 

to in the philosophic Haven of New Liberty, 

where Keats once lay in Negative Capability. 

 

The same Anorak moves my writing hand 

and clothes the borders of my land. 

It`s for devoted souls alone. A garment 

to warm the heart on icy pavements 

of heartless arts which kill romance 

confusing vogue with elegance. 

 

If commitment becomes embarrassing 

we zip our Anoraks and gently sing, 

while vogueish critics titter in the hope of wit 

and show but the gang-bore’s way of levelling it 

to grey and witless social avenues, 

to wealth or sex or good revues, 

from their jolly fellow party-goers, 

who titter back as we watch the hours 

go sailing past across the sun, 

who keeps his pace however fast they run. 

 

Goodnight! Tenderness, Humility, Love. 

My song not to a shirt or lost single glove, 

but to our poignant coat which I`ll call Anorak, 

in the exotic language of the moose-skin kayak 

and gentle hunters in the New-World snow, 

whose language walks as far as dreams can go. 

That`s beyond the horizon of the asinine 



cat-walking critics who joke to keep in line 

the romantic tendencies of the odd-bod- 

garden shed Anarchic and thus fail to nod 

at heroic trudges into Truth and Beauty 

but slide cautious feet into shoes by Nike 

and rub more foulsome grease into their hair 

and looking right and left, check-out the moving stair 

to the next place to be seen in and by who 

but by Time, dear friends, and the end that awaits you, 

a journey that`s best taken in an Anorak, 

in self-mockery but with no turning back, 

as gang-jokers do as they see the Night 

approach and who never learned to laugh at fright, 

nor chuckle inwardly as the Sun goes down 

on all that we achieve, making every one a clown 

 

 

As shadows fall across the land, 

my footsteps slow to saraband. 

However deep the shadows fall, 

my Anorak casts no shade at all. 

It`s woven to the heart`s extent 

beneath the moving firmament. 

In sequence as the stars appear, 

each shines through and hangs so near, 

it seems to me, we`re crowned with stars, 

like old Traherne. I think the bar 

we head-for pours out whisky light 

into the moonlit lane, but I`m strung tight 

in the dome of the star`s levitation coat, 

though soon a distiller `ll put me afloat, 

in the Anorak in which he learned his art. 

A devoted nose for the malt`s the start 

for an evening with the souls of friends 

who raise glasses to true comic ends. 

  

And the thought that all of us will fail 

if we aim high, which hits the nail 

on it`s head: belonging as we should, 

behind the walls of Eden`s wood. 

As we fall into the common heap 

the laughter comes, then drunken sleep. 

Sipped effervescence of another`s eyes 

returns in dreams, but otherwise, 

from an Anorak it`s all best understood, 

with strings drawn tight beneath the hood. 

  

Could this make of con` an honest man, 

or barbarian-consumer, citizen?: 

the moral husbandry they lack, 



romanced by the power of Anorak? 

In my unacknowledged legislature 

the strutting Yahoo becomes Human Creature. 

Our pasts become cities of dreadful night. 

Take half a look and we`re banged to rights. 

A friend puts on his Anorak 

as model trains go round a track, 

through ordered villages and romantic hills 

of re-constructed tenderness, which fills 

his time with timelessness, not lucre, 

and me with the thought that Anorak means Amateur, 

and he so much in love that I must yell 

“What`s done outside an Anorak goes hand-cuffed off to Hell!” 

  

My Anorak not my Muse gives wings 

to my verses feet, though to her I sing 

and pray she listens at the fall of night; 

one fruit in the orchards of appetite, 

who I would have turn her ear to me 

and not sit aloof in the forbidding Tree. 

  

Love in an Anorak will turn to dust 

and into ashes my wildest lust, 

when you lie in that fine and private place, 

to endure no more, my inturned face, 

or my organical banging on, 

knowing the Anorak I`ll put on 

`ll be that of the Romantic Economy, 

dull to you, though it`s bright to me, 

who lays his colours at your feet, 

then stands in hope where failure meets 

with transubstantial desire, 

half sub-merged in human mire, 

and painful shards of a life of cod, 

each strata-dated to a period. 

 

I howl in shame and then forgive `m, 

from the safety of my coat`s eternal sum, 

having shrunk my pride I watch the World expand. 

The more I own my foolishness, the more I understand, 

then watch as the awesome sun goes down 

on Creation`s gifts. What then has flown? 

Not swifts which feed our hearts in flight, 

replaced by bats in the fading light. 

Both share the same-hatched insect feast. 

New chrysalis will blow for new evenings at least 

as lovely as the one before— 

warm nights when most leave open doors 

for the last blackbird`s song, for the night-scented stock. 

Who is it turns the key in the lock? 



 

You`ll see them pass on every street. 

Speak!. Romance them. Be indiscreet 

and earnestly shake their small, strange hands, 

which bear alienation into our land. 

Now I`ll tell you a funny thing. 

They are not wearing anything. 

You`ll soon learn the romancer`s knack 

of viewing an absence of Anorak. 

Be bold and mention the form of dress 

we romancers place on cold nakedness, 

in our uniform Fall before Ultimate Truth, 

we laugh and grow old in eternal youth 

of the kind we`ve woven in rhymes—Mythological! 

It`s in the fabric of our Flexi-coat`s magical, 

zipped-up, time stopping, life transformer, 

babbling of green fields and comic drama. 

After many hours of earnest study, 

through the backside of despair comes all the best comedy. 

 

As you know, I suppose, an immodest crack, 

can sink lower than even an Anorak. 

For the new season let`s lengthen a bit, 

to create a sort of monkish habit. 

You`ll observe the styles share similar hoods 

and familiar notions of brotherhood, 

of man, I mean, and include my sisters, 

though we share the womb with rib-insisters, 

who smile at hostess or comedienne, 

who alas, smile back in the feminine. 

It is a shame that I must mention it 

for the habitless, cold, self-seeking shit, 

who by shedding his familial Anorak, 

sheds moral weight from off his back, 

to rise in weightless gravitas, 

above the anxious ethics of the under class. 

 

Smooth car doors open then softly close, 

as he leaves our world to enter the flows 

of thermal, vectoral, influences, seen 

as ghostly faces on telly screens. 

They rule our lives who shed their coats, 

sprout buzzard wings and gravely float 

predatory, naked and serious as lies 

are always, and as a salesman is before he flies. 

Before Truth, of course, we laugh or cry 

or dance about or howl; never seriously, 

like the naked scientist in our standards chair 

whose youthful muse weeps on the stair 

of a student flat where years before, 



his Anorak was flung on the dusty floor. 

He clears his throat and taps his nose, 

“There`s no scientific reason to suppose, 

and bear in mind the years of care 

in the way I part my silver hair.” 

We bear in mind the honour`s list 

and the naked arses that he`s kissed, 

that he`s abandoned Science for politics, 

that there`s no reason to suppose not, he omits. 

A Romantic Economist`d choose 

to return the poor man to his muse, 

unless he`d lost his mind entire, 

on committee work, when he`d best retire, 

to spend more time with his garden shed, 

in his family`s care, warm and well fed 

on the produce of fields which border 

his nightly walk to the Hope and Anchor, 

where we hope old interests will come back 

revived in a Citizen`s Anorak. 

 

Let`s leave him to gossip at the bar, 

in new rusticate Anorak and far- 

away look. A round or two brings 

fraternal, calming, philosophic ponderings. 
  

The pub door opens and she blows in 

who grabs some cans and walks out again, 

mumbling vacantly of the Winter term. 

learning outcomes and the Laithly Worm. 

She`s so lost her mind to ofstedians, 

she scarce has time for lesson plans. 

Her eyes so sunken in her head, 

She`d seem in Fairyland instead 

of the bar of the Hope and Anchor. 

When Dragon`s Maidens stop for a jar, 

it makes us think. Ofstedian Slave 

is not a Lady for whom seats we`d save. 

Her Anorak is as pale as frail Autumn leaves. 

Cough! and they`d fall. All she believes 

in a gently cut coat of experience, 

near transparent now from abstinence 

and subjection to the school`s inspectorate`s, 

theatrical dragon dance to the consumerist electorate. 

 

Ofsted scraps from professional, profess 

and on the stripped naked mind stamps it`s press 

Our poor lady`s eyes now watch her back. 

As the Consumerist Wind tears at her Anorak, 

and with it the right of a child to play 

in her professional walls to feel it`s way 



to inspiration, then to securely rest, 

to awaken in childish interest. 

 

Ofsted sells a package of parenthood 

to absentee punters in Laithly Worm`s Wood, 

who expect at school gates a vac-packed son, 

or daughter, from nursery trained to run 

in the peer competition programme of the worm, 

who does nasty things to those that don`t perform. 

 

Pupils have their trust removed, so they learn to fight, 

as small, aggressive Bandit Thanes of the Punter`s Right. 

Bend `m to fit their learning outcome, 

and you bend a true teacher`s mind to delirium. 

A child is mother to his learning outcome, 

and his true paths are begun at home. 

 

As Sigmund was betrayed by his thoughts on the prick, 

to reveal his hid awe of the matriarchic, 

so in a Wordsworthian slip, my womb envy`s blown 

and now scent mark my lines in testosterone. 

 

For a teacher to build paths that return needs skill, 

in loco-parentis, but inhaling the true parent`s will. 

To walk the path home, his back still straight, 

a child`s soil undisturbed behind it`s garden gate, 

is the dream our teacher had; to do no harm, 

develop social skills, depict a world to disarm 

the frigid mind to active interest, but Oh dear God! 

Her Anorak is flickering off and on. That`s odd. 

It`s now more like the weave of spider`s webs in the grass, 

that gather the dew and so harvest the light and then pass. 

They are invisible as the sun gets higher and she, it`s queer, 

walks out from the bar, to her blue Fiesta, to schemes of work and her solitary beer. 
  

The same barbarian siege of Anoraks 

that wraps our schools in it`s vacuum pack, 

now rings my farm, whose paper yields 

are shrunk to statutory outcomes. Fields 

of live soil, mis-husbandried, misspent, 

Laithly Wood Punters their crude monument: 

In Memoriam Agricola in a smooth flash lout, 

whose professional-rate readies keep the rest without. 

  

My whisky coloured metaphors float Romances stair, 

though my bum remains secure, in it`s Hope and Anchor chair. 

Our anchor of young minds passes and then turns, 

and hears my third-glass rhetoric from my supporting bar-lectern. 

“More bullshit!” she paused and faintly smiling said, 

and then walked into a night of stars and the jaws of Ofsted. 



 

The imprint of her face hovers in these lines, 

and lives in defeat`s mythology,but by God it shines. 

  

If we understand our stars, then follow them, 

through time and space to Bethlehem, 

we find our own vernacular 

(the stables of the Hope and Anchor.) 

In spite of the gift of life received, 

the manger`s as full as we conceived. 

To my homely moralings your eye lids close, 

beneath the security of the star`s repose 

in their lovely dome, around our heads. 

The familiar patterns comfort, instead 

of terrorise because the Universe expands. 

We might more sanely scream at grains of sand, 

and wildly count them on the beach, 

as scream for more dark matter, just out of reach 

of what we fancifully suppose. “How quaint!” 

they cry from times as sane as our times ain`t, 

but from Arcady one whispers through time`s queer crack, 

Thyrysis   “At least he was a bloke in an Anorak, 

                  who moralised his changing times 

                  in verse to make our chaos rhyme, 

                  which is the purpose of all art, 

                  to place ethical lamps where shadows start 

                  and transmute despair to loveliness, 

                  tragic or comic, you know the dress, 

                  which lightens our footprints on this womb of earth. 

                  It`s the Shepherd`s Smock Anorak, which incubates mirth, 

                  and tears and quiet earnest thought, 

                  and finds roads stranger than the ones it sought!” 

Colin Clout   “Gentle Thyrysis! Did you not see poor Thalia groan 

                        and place Her High Brow upon Her Knees? Alone 

                        among the Muses she gave him Her Ear. No more! 

                        No Cyprian wine for another tiresome overlapping metaphor. 

                        He is my friend and Ernest, I`m not in doubt, 

                        but he speaks Truth in bad verse or I`m not Colin Clout!” 
  

Amaryllis   “Give the guy a break. He`s a funny sort of bore, 

    who spends his hours watching as waves break on the shore 

    of a lake which rides white horses from the windward hills beyond, 

    where he believes, (and writes I hear) that I`m in the Dragon`s bond, 

    though in truth I`ve had a holiday at the Court of the Fairy Queen 

    and have danced as he could never dance on the dewy Elven green. 

    I`ll tell you this for nothing though, 

    the lake is real and is where few will go.” 

Thyrysis   “Amaryllis is right. He does make verse, 

  in times when prose is chopped to nurse 

  self pity into imagist bouquets. 



  Relax in my perfume, his contemporaries say. 

  Pluck images like plums from sympathy`s pie. 

  Admire their sheen and pause, and then lie 

  to discuss, half-smiling, approved conceits, 

  critics might use for bardic seats. 

  Remain serious and limp and prosaic, 

  throw images of pebbles into our sleep-in lake. 

  Splashed, widening rings neo-animate the tense, 

  still mirror of the eclectic, vogue seeking audience, 

  who as Ernest says are serious as lies, 

  which seek half-smiling histories. 

  We are serious when we decide to act, 

  and clear the decks but for useful facts. 

  On the strewn saw-dust, Truth`s in the way 

  of our serious end, which is to portray 

  a purposeful integrity, 

  using code-words learned for power`s entree. 

  We share silent guilt at the first broadside, 

  until reaction seems against the tide, 

  and it is we who sacrifice, as the lot of Man, 

  our moral feelings for the greater plan. 

  Thus policy-makers are carried along 

  by a match-funded politic to a greater wrong. 

  Colin I think you agree with me, 

  that is how lies are are agreed, in committee, 

  by serious men. No Anoraks! which to me 

  is why, Amaryllis and Eve and you and I, endorse Ernest`s Romantic   

Economy!” 

  

Because this is my writing hand, 

immortal friends that understand, 

are written-in as I please, to vote 

for the Anorak— Time`s antidote! 

Animator of dead histories, 

which dance re-born in it`s moral breeze! 

If raised Anorak skirts will raise a laugh, 

“He made Anoraks.” `ll be my epitaph. 

If my mortal hand makes mortal verse, 

my legacy shall be a foetal curse, 

or subversive itch that`s yet to hatch; 

a louse to make the serious scratch, 

and in taking hands from dishonest work, 

give just respite to the creative stork! 

 

*** 
  

 
  

 
  

 


